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Abstract

This study examined civic engagement participation among older adult nursing home residents and determined resident characteristics that predict group membership, resident council participation, informal volunteering, and voting. Residents (N=139) answered questions from standardized surveys during in-person interviews. The most common civic engagement activity was membership in social/community groups. Logistic regression results showed that emotional well-being and social support predict group membership and resident council participation. Age and activities of daily living predict volunteering. Study findings suggest that community groups could utilize residents in their efforts, and that future research should determine supports and adaptations for increasing civic engagement among residents.
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Despite being recognized as a potential way to improve the health and well-being of older adults, participation in civic engagement activities has almost exclusively been the domain of healthy, community-dwelling older adults. Older adults who have moved from the community to nursing homes are less likely to have opportunities to participate in civic engagement activities and have largely been ignored in studies of civic engagement. However, nursing home residents could benefit from participation in a variety of civic engagement activities (Anderson & Dabelko-Schoeny, 2010).

For this study, civic engagement for older adults broadly includes involvement in “activities of personal and public concern that are both individually life-enriching and socially beneficial to the community” (Cullinane, 2006, p. 66). Civic engagement has been defined within different realms, including as a community service, collective action, political involvement, and social change (Adler & Goggin, 2005). Civic engagement can include a wide range of activities, including intensive volunteer activities (e.g., SeniorCorps); informal volunteering (e.g., helping at a charity; helping neighbors and friends); voting and other political activities (e.g., campaigning, participating in a political event); participation in neighborhood or community groups and events; and teaching or participating in educational activities (Adler & Goggin, 2005).

One well-researched area of civic engagement research is related to volunteering and its benefits to communities and older adults. Volunteerism within the civic engagement literature tends to be divided into two types: formal and informal. Formal volunteering tends to be defined as participation in activities structured by an organization, with little or no compensation. Informal volunteering often includes taking on a helping role and providing support to family, friends, and neighbors (Cnaan, Handy, & Wadsworth, 1996; Morrow-Howell, 2010). Older
adults in nursing homes may participate in both forms of volunteerism, but this has not been previously studied.

Formal volunteering has been associated with both physical and mental health benefits (Greenfield & Marks, 2004; Harris & Thoresen, 2005; Lum & Lightfoot, 2005; Martinez et al., 2006). Participation can also provide important opportunities for older adults to increase their social networks and interactions with their community, and it can give older adults the opportunity to engage in meaningful activities that can generate a sense of purpose and fulfillment (Martinez et al., 2006; Morrow-Howell, Hong, & Tang, 2009; Mui, Glajchen, Chen, & Sun, 2013). Concerns have been raised, however, about characterizing civic engagement activities based exclusively on formal volunteer contributions (Martinez, Crooks, Kim, & Tanner, 2011). Specifically, it has been suggested that informal volunteering and participation in community events have tended to be overlooked and undervalued. Increasingly more researchers are expanding the dialogue and conducting research to examine the informal contributions of older adults (e.g., Martinez et al., 2011).

In the existing literature, studies have tended to focus on the health benefits of volunteering for healthy, community-dwelling older adults with higher socioeconomic status (Martinez et al., 2011). Yet, participation in civic engagement activities may also be beneficial to those with cognitive or physical limitations (Dabelko-Schoeny, Anderson, & Spinks, 2010) as well as minority and low-income older adults (Martinez et al., 2011). Indeed, Anderson & Dabelko-Schoeny (2010) argue that there is a critical need for research that specifically targets civic engagement opportunities and participation for nursing home residents. This article seeks to address this gap in the literature by providing novel information about nursing home residents’ participation in a variety of civic engagement activities and the predictors of their involvement.
Theoretical Framework

Nursing home residents are often thought to be disengaged from the community and to be recipients of service. However, some residents may want and be able to engage in activities that are personally meaningful and could improve the community within and outside the nursing home. Activity and role theory can help understand the potential importance of participation in civic engagement activities for nursing home residents.

Activity and Role Theories

Some nursing home residents may be physically able and interested in participating in civic engagement activities. Generally associated with studies of community-dwelling older adults, activity theory holds promise as a framework for exploring activity and engagement among nursing home residents. Activity theory was one of the first gerontological theories developed to explain individual aging related to socialization (Havighurst and Albrecht, 1953). This theory posits that older adults who continue the roles and activities they have developed over their life course are more likely to be satisfied with their lives (Estes, 2001). Activity theory contradicts disengagement theory, which presumes that old age is a period when older adults and society become mutually disconnected, thus reducing the number of social connections older adults have (Estes, 2001; Hooyman & Kiyak, 2011). Though some may continue to view old age in line with disengagement theory, activity theory helps shape current policy agendas that emphasize “successful aging” (Bowling, 2007), “healthy aging” (White House Conference on Aging, 2015), “active ageing” (World Health Organization, 2015), and “civic engagement” (O’Neill, 2006-2007), and it continues to be referenced as a guiding theory for research (e.g., Johnson, Whitlach, & Menne, 2014; Dai, Zhang, & Li, 2013). Therefore, it may serve as a useful
lens for thinking about engaging nursing home residents in a variety of civic engagement activities.

Two related theories, role identity theory and continuity theory, have been used in research on social integration for older adults, mostly in social work (e.g., Gammonley, 2009; Rice, 1989; Siebert, Mutran, & Reitzes, 1999) and sociology (e.g., Finchum & Weber, 2000). The basic premise behind these theories is that older adults thrive when they continue to identify with specific roles (e.g., being a mother) or life events (e.g., living through the Great Depression) that have been especially important to them (Siebert, et al., 1999). As articulated by Turner (1978), a variety of roles are available to individuals throughout their lives. Some of these roles are central to a person’s identity, while others are of lesser importance. Roles can provide a sense of meaning and purpose; however, as individuals age, opportunities to maintain those important roles may be reduced. Participation in civic engagement activities can provide a counter for role losses. Research suggests that participation in civic engagement activities, particularly volunteerism, can help older adults maintain previous role identities and/or develop new roles that provide them with a sense of purpose and contribute to their overall well-being (Greenfield & Marks, 2004; Kaskie, Imhof, Cavanaugh, & Culp, 2008; Morrow-Howell, Hinterlong, Rozario, & Tang, 2003).

**Literature Review**

While there is a robust literature on predictors of participation in civic engagement activities for community-dwelling older adults, far less is known about predictors of involvement for institutionalized older adults. However, the existing literature does provide a valuable starting point in framing our discussion of key predictors of civic engagement by older adult nursing home residents. For the purposes of this study, civic engagement is operationalized as
community/social group membership, participation in resident council, volunteering within the facility, and voting in a recent election. While we recognize potential overlap between these four categories of civic engagement, they are included separately in our analysis, as this provides a more comprehensive picture of this understudied area of research. Literature pertaining to key predictors of civic engagement and these four areas of research will be reviewed.

Predictors of Participation

Previous research suggests that gender, age, education level, and physical and mental health status are key predictors of civic engagement, particularly formal volunteerism (Adler, Schwartz, & Kuskoski, 2007; Choi, 2003; Gottlieb & Gillespie, 2008; Kaskie et al., 2008; Musick & Wilson, 2008; Tang, 2006). In general, research suggests that women tend to be more involved in civic engagement activities (Adler, et al., 2007; Gottlieb & Gillespie, 2008; Kaskie et al., 2008), though there is some evidence that men are more involved in informal volunteer activities than women (Zedlewski & Schaner, 2006). In addition, age tends to be an important factor, particularly for volunteerism, as involvement tends to be higher among the young-old (Choi, 2003). Finally, those with higher education levels and individuals in better health are also more likely to be engaged (Adler, et al., 2007; Choi, 2003; Kaskie et al., 2008; Musick & Wilson, 2008; Tang, 2006). In addition to these key predictors, research also suggests that social networks and social support play an important role in helping older adults learn about and participate in civic engagement opportunities (Choi & Chou, 2010; Musick & Wilson, 2008; Tang, 2006).

Community/Social Group Participation

Studies have found that participation in community and group activities can have a positive impact on older adults’ mental health (e.g., Fiori, Antonucci, & Cortina, 2006).
Involvement in groups, clubs, or organizations is considered a source of bonding social capital (i.e., relations between people who share similar identities), and can provide an important source of social support and engagement for older adults (Poortinga, 2006). A study of bonding, bridging, and linking aspects of social capital found that civic participation in groups (in addition to measures of social cohesion, heterogeneous socioeconomic relationships, and political efficacy/trust) were significantly associated with individuals’ self-reported health. This suggests that group participation is an important component to understanding links between social environments and health outcomes (Poortinga, 2012). Related to this, a study of a veteran’s group members found that participation in the group’s activities provided emotional support for members, and gave them an opportunity to engage in activities that were meaningful (Leedahl, Koenig, & Ekerdt, 2011).

Studies focusing particularly on nursing homes have found that participation can be both beneficial for residents and provide a useful channel for improving the community within the nursing home. For example, in a quasi-experimental study of the effect of participation in a reminiscence group for twelve nursing home residents, Chao and colleagues (2006) found that participation in the group allowed the residents to increase their social interaction and provide peer support for other residents in the facility. In addition, in a study with seven residents in a Dutch nursing facility, Baur and Abma (2011) found that creation of and participation in a group provided the residents with the opportunity to influence and improve the quality of food and meal delivery in the nursing home. Finally, in a study evaluating the impact of participation in the design and implementation of a garden group at a nursing home, Raske (2010) found that participation provided residents with a meaningful activity that benefited the nursing home community and also increased opportunities for interaction among residents, family, and staff.
Resident Councils

For many older adults, civic participation and activism are important ways to stay connected with and improve their communities (Adler, Schwarz, & Kuskowski, 2007). For nursing home residents, participation in resident councils can provide an opportunity to engage with other residents and staff to address issues in their community (Devitt & Checkoway, 1982; Meyer, 1991). In general, resident councils meet at regular intervals, act as a forum for identifying community issues, and share resident concerns with nursing home staff and administrators (Meyer, 1991). More specifically, as described in Wacker and Roberto (2014), resident councils provide residents the opportunity to provide input into the quality of care they receive and serve four key functions: 1) successfully advocating for modest changes in care (e.g., shower chairs, window blind adjustments); 2) providing assistance/services to residents and community members in need (e.g., making/selling handcrafted items, raising money); 3) expanding social activity opportunities (e.g., social outings to restaurants, planning ethnic and cultural menus); and 4) lobbying with resident councils from other nursing homes for quality of care improvements. While recent research on resident councils is limited, the findings from the Meyer (1991) study suggest that membership in resident councils is important to residents, to nursing homes, and to the community as a whole. However, these results also suggest that councils are only able to affect some small changes, and that more could be done to empower these groups (Baur & Abma, 2011; O’Dwyer & Timonen, 2010).

Volunteerism

Participation in formal volunteer activities has been associated with a number of benefits. For example, in a secondary data analysis of older adults from the Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old Study (AHEAD), Lum and Lightfoot (2005) found that formal
volunteering can act as a buffer, slowing down increases in functional limitations and depression. In addition, the authors found that volunteering reduced mortality rates. Harris and Thoresen (2005) similarly found that volunteering is associated with a reduced risk of mortality. More recently, findings from several studies of Experience Corps volunteer programs suggest that high-intensity volunteering is associated with improved physical and mental health (Barron, Tan, Yu, Song, McGill, & Fried, 2009; Hong & Morrow-Howell, 2010).

While informal volunteering, in comparison, has received much less attention, research suggests that older adults are more likely to engage in this form of volunteerism. For example, in a secondary data analysis study of non-institutionalized older adults in the Americans’ Changing Lives Study, Hinterlong (2008) found that informal support and assistance to friends and neighbors was common form of civic engagement. Similarly, in a study of older adults in Baltimore, Martinez and colleagues (2011) found that participants in the study tended to think of volunteering as informal activities that helped their friends and neighbors.

Voting

Voting is a fundamental right and an important form of civic engagement for many older adults. However, research suggests that many nursing home residents often do not get the opportunity to vote (Bonnie, Freedman, & Guterbock, 2013; Karlawish et al., 2008). This disenfranchisement may be due to logistical issues (e.g., transportation or registration issues), assumptions that residents are uninterested or incapable of voting, and/or a lack of social trust (Anderson, 2010; Bonnie et al., 2013; Karlawish et al., 2008; McEldowney & Teaster, 2009). One study did find that most residents who vote in nursing homes (78.5%) and assisted living facilities (58.9%) fill out absentee ballots. Additionally, staff at nursing homes appear to be more active than staff at assisted living facilities in assisting with voter registration, filling out
absentee ballots, and providing transportation to polling places on Election Day, and these activities are important for increasing voter participation (Bonnie et al., 2013). Logistical issues that can reduce opportunities for nursing home residents to vote include: a lack of understanding of procedures, lack of equipment such as computers, missed deadlines for absentee ballots, and/or an inadequate number of staff to assist residents. Staff may also wrongly assume that some residents are incapable of voting, particularly due to cognitive limitations (Bonnie et al., 2013; Karlawish et al., 2008). Finally, an individual’s sense of community can influence their level of trust in others, and by extension, this can effect an individual’s political participation (Anderson, 2010). However, it is uncertain if higher or lower trust influences greater political participation (Dyck, 2010).

This study expands our limited understanding of community and civic engagement participation among nursing home residents by describing older adult residents’ participation in these four categories of community or civic engagement activities and examining factors that predict involvement among older adult residents. This study addresses two research questions:

1) What percent of nursing home residents in the sample are civically engaged (in four types of civic engagement: community/social group membership, resident council participation, informal volunteering within the facility, voting in a recent election)?

2) What demographic, health, and social integration variables predict involvement in four types of civic engagement activities for older adults in nursing homes?

**Methods**

**Recruitment and Participants**

We obtained a list of licensed nursing homes (i.e., nursing facilities) from the Kansas Department for Aging and Disability Services’ Directory of Adult Care Homes. We targeted 78
nursing homes in Northeast Kansas to limit the sample to nursing homes in areas with access to similar community resources and to ensure feasibility of data collection. We recruited a stratified, random sample of nursing homes within this targeted area by contacting nursing home administrators through an introductory letter and follow-up phone calls. The sample was stratified by large and smaller facilities in order to ensure adequate representation of nursing homes with degreed social workers on staff (i.e., larger facilities) and those not required to have degreed social workers on staff (i.e., smaller facilities), as social services have been shown to differ based on access to degreed social workers (Simons, Bern-Klug, & An, 2012). The list of nursing homes was randomly ordered, and interviewers contacted administrators starting at the top of the list. If administrators approved study participation, they connected us with social service staff. The response rate for nursing homes was 38.9% (30/77) (47.4% of large facilities; 36.2% of smaller facilities), which is similar to other studies that have utilized nursing home samples (Simons & Jankowski, 2008). Most nursing homes (83.3%) were in semi-urban or urban counties, and about 15% were located in densely-settled rural and rural counties.

To obtain a random sample of nursing home residents, we worked with social service staff to identify residents eligible to participate in the study based on the inclusion criteria. These inclusion criteria were important to ensuring each resident was viewed as an older adult according to Medicaid guidelines (i.e., at least 65 years of age), was a long-term resident of the facility (i.e., lived there for more than four months), could personally consent to participation (i.e., did not have a legal guardian), and was cognitively able to answer the questions on the survey based on cognitive scores from the MDS. Once a list (with non-identifiable identification numbers) was generated, we randomly selected residents for social service staff to ask about participation in the study. We provided social service staff a recruitment script for discussing the
study with residents and a permission form for residents to sign agreeing to have interviewers come to the nursing home. We worked with social service staff to schedule the interviews at times convenient for the residents. The overall response rate for residents was 75.7% (140/185). The University of Kansas Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved the sampling and data collection procedures, and further methodological details of the study can be found in Leedahl (in press).

Survey

Prior to gathering survey data, all interviewers took part in a training session and practiced the interview protocol. Then, we conducted in-person interviews using structured surveys with each resident participant. Participants were informed of the purpose of the study, their informed consent rights, and confidentiality issues. Interviewers recorded responses on the surveys, which included multiple standardized measures, and we employed a planned missing data design (i.e., three-form design) (see Graham, Taylor, Olchowski, & Culsille, 2006 for full explanation) to ensure interviews did not take longer than one hour. Response choices were provided on laminated cards with extra-large print font to help participants in answering Likert scale questions. The survey was pilot tested at one nursing home to verify the length of the interviews (i.e., approximately one hour) and identify any question wording difficulties (e.g., minor revisions made). Participants were provided $20 for participating in the study.

Measures

The dependent variables for this study included four types of civic engagement participation: community/social group membership, resident council participation, volunteering, and voting in a recent election. The civic engagement questions were asked as part of a broader set of questions related to social capital (e.g., Narayan and Cassidy, 2001) and social engagement.
(e.g., Glass, Mendes de Leon, Bassuk, & Berkman, 2006; Jang, Mortimer, Haley, & Borenstein Graves, 2004; Mitchell & Kemp, 2000). Group membership was assessed by asking: how many groups or organizations do you belong to? We dichotomized the variable as: 1 = those who listed 1 or more groups; 0 = those who do not list any groups. We assessed for resident council participation and informal volunteering by asking how often they take part in these activities. The variables were dichotomized as: 1 = participate/volunteer at least once a month; 0 = does not or rarely participates/volunteers. Voting was assessed by asking how often they vote, and this was dichotomized as: 1 = voted in a recent election; 0 = has not voted within the past year. When asking about volunteering and group membership, interviewers asked residents to discuss their volunteer work and name the groups to which they belong, and they took notes on the responses.

The independent variables consisted of predictor variables identified in the literature as potentially influencing civic engagement participation. The predictors included variables in the following categories: demographic (i.e., age, gender, education level); health (i.e., emotional well-being, activities of daily living (ADLs); and social integration (i.e., network size, social trust, social support). We did not include race/ethnicity as a demographic variable in this study due to low variation in responses (i.e., 92.7% of the sample identified as White/Caucasian).

Emotional well-being was assessed using the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), a 30-item questionnaire in which participants are asked how they felt over the past week (Yesavage et al., 1983). This scale has been recommended for use with the nursing home population (Mitchell, Bird, Rizzo, & Neader, 2010). We coded the GDS to indicate higher scores meant better emotional well-being (scoring for scale: 0-9 = severe; 10-19 = mild depression; 20-30 = normal). The Cronbach’s alpha for the GDS in this study was .86. ADLs were assessed using the Katz Index of Independence in Activities of Daily Living (Wallace & Shelkey, 2008). This scale has
been used with the nursing home population and can be assessed using self-report. We coded the variable to indicate that higher scores meant better function: 0 (very dependent) to 6 (independent). The Cronbach’s alpha was .76.

Respondents named people in their social network using the concentric circle approach (Antonacci & Akiyama, 1987), and network size was calculated by adding the total number of people named. Social trust was assessed using Likert scale questions about how much trust they had for ten different groups of people (e.g., people in your community, residents in the facility, staff in the facility, people in your family, local government, judges/police) (Narayan & Cassidy, 2001; Norstrand & Xu, 2012), and higher scores indicated greater trust. Cronbach’s alpha for the trust measure was .79. Social support was assessed using a modified version of the Krause and Markides (1990) version of the widely used Inventory of Socially Supportive Behaviors (ISSB) (Barrera, Sandler, & Ramsay, 1981). We used Likert scale questions about informational, tangible, and emotional support, and higher scores on the scale indicated more support. Cronbach’s alpha for the social support measure was .90.

**Analysis**

We conducted data imputation using multiple imputation in *Mplus* statistical software, and we conducted our analysis for this study using SPSS version 22 software. This study included eight predictor variables. Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford, and Feinstein (1996) suggest a minimum of 10 events/participants per variable when conducting logistic regression analysis. Therefore, with 139 participants in the sample, we are within the recommended guidelines. Descriptive statistics were first analyzed to understand how group membership/participation, resident council participation, volunteering, and voting varied by the predictor variables (i.e., demographic, health, social integration). Tolerance statistics indicated
all variables were greater than .1, therefore multicollinearity was not an issue. We identified outliers by calculating Mahalanobis distance (Mertler & Vannata, 2005). We identified one outlier (Mahalanobis distance greater than $x^2(8) = 26.12$), which was removed from the analysis and resulted in the resident sample of 139. We examined relationships between the four types of civic engagement participation and predictor variables using bivariate analyses ($t$ tests for continuous variables and chi square tests for dichotomous variables). A series of binary logistic regression analyses were conducted to identify predictors of participation in the four types of civic engagement, and odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. We analyzed the answers to open-ended questions about volunteering and group membership via the interviewer notes on the survey forms using content analysis.

**Results**

First we report descriptive statistics for the demographic, health and social integration variables. The overall mean age for the sample was 83.2 (ranging from 65 to 103), and the majority was female (74.1%). The average education level was 13 years, with a range from 6 years to 21 years. For emotional well-being, the mean for the GDS was 20.9, indicating average responses of normal to mild depression (scores ranged from 2 to 30, with higher scores indicating greater emotional well-being). For ADLs, the average score on the Katz Index was 3.2 indicating moderate to high levels of assistance required to meet activities of daily living (ranging from 0 to 6, with higher scores indicating better function). The average network size for the residents was approximately 10 people, ranging from 0-30. The average social trust score was 24.9 (ranging from 8-40, with higher scores indicating more trust), and the average social support scale score was 32.9 (ranging from 3-66, with higher scores indicating more support).
Next we report descriptive statistics for the civic engagement variables as well as relevant findings from open-ended responses. For this sample of older adult nursing home residents with relatively high cognitive functioning, the most common civic engagement activity reported was group membership (67.6%). Nearly half (48.9%) reported resident council participation. Residents reported being a member of various organizations, including civic/community groups, church/religious groups, and within nursing home groups. Civic/community groups included: American Legion, League of Women Voters, Political Parties, Historical Society, Red Hat Society, Lion’s Club, Hand Radio Operator Group, Knights of Columbus, Library of Friends, Cancer Action Organization, and Music Groups. Church/religious groups included various Christian churches (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Lutheran), Jewish Temples, and bible study groups. Within nursing home groups included: Theatre Production Group, Grief Group, Choir, Resident Council, Bridge Group, Painting Group, Reading Group, and Exercise Group.

About one-quarter of the resident sample (26.6%) reported volunteering within the facility. Residents reported a number of informal volunteer activities including: spending time with other residents who were sick or dying, assisting in the dining room, relaying concerns from other residents to the administration, reading daily news and announcements over the intercom, tending to a garden outside the nursing home, organizing a nursing home event with a scheduled speaker, creating collages for deceased residents’ families, helping organize nursing home recycling efforts, and spending time with kids who visit the nursing home. Finally, nearly half (46.8%) reported voting in a recent election.

After examining descriptive statistics, we compared the demographic, health, and social integration characteristics of those who participated in each civic engagement activity with those who did not. Table 1 includes the results for these bivariate analyses. For each of the activities
(group membership, resident council participation, volunteering, and voting), resident participants were found to be younger than non-participants, but age was only significant for volunteering ($t=3.1, p<.01$). A similar proportion of men and women reported taking part in the four types of civic engagement, and education levels between civic engagement participants and non-participants were quite similar, except for volunteering. Those who volunteered had about one more year of education than non-volunteers ($t=-1.9, p<.05$). Those who reported higher levels of emotional well-being reported more civic engagement participation. As such, significant differences in emotional well-being were found for participants versus non-participants in group membership ($t=-2.6, p<.01$) and resident council participation ($t=-2.8, p<.01$), and volunteering and voting differences approached significance. For volunteering, differences were identified regarding ADLs, with volunteers reporting better function than non-volunteers ($t=-3.0, p<.01$). Though seemingly civic engagement participants had approximately 1-2 more network members than non-participants, these differences were not significant. Differences in social trust scores were identified, showing that voters had lower social trust scores compared to non-voters ($t=2.2, p<.05$). Finally, we identified significant differences in social support for group membership and resident council participation, with greater social support observed for group members ($t=-2.6, p<.05$) and resident council participants ($t=-2.7, p<.01$) compared to non-members/participants.

To summarize the findings presented in Table 1, those with higher emotional well-being and greater social support reported more community/social group membership compared to non-members. Similarly, those who reported participating in resident council compared to those who did not reported better emotional well-being and greater social support. Residents who
volunteered were younger, had higher levels of education, and higher ADL functioning. Finally, residents who voted had lower trust scores compared to those who had not recently voted.

Results from the logistic regression analyses are presented in Table 2, which estimate the odds of participating in the four types of civic engagement compared to non-participation. Similar to the results in Table 1, those who were younger were 9% more likely to report volunteering (OR, 0.91, p<.01), and individuals with fewer functional limitations (ADLs) were 47% more likely to volunteer (OR, 1.47, p<.01). Additionally, greater emotional well-being increased the odds of group membership by 7% (OR, 1.07, p<.05) and of resident council participation by 9% (OR, 1.09, p<.05). Greater social support increased the odds of group membership by 3% (OR, 1.03, p<.05) and of resident council participation by 4% (OR, 1.04, p<.05). Contrary to Table 1 findings, education did not predict volunteering, and social trust did not predict voting behavior, though both variables approached significance. Finally, non-significant predictors across all civic engagement types included gender, education, network size, and social trust.

Discussion

This study investigated civic engagement participation among older adult nursing home residents and examined predictors of involvement in community/social groups, resident councils, volunteering, and voting. As this study shows, many residents can and do remain active, continuing or taking on new roles. In this sample of nursing home residents, the most common activity reported was membership in community/social groups, followed by resident council participation, voting in a recent election, and volunteering within the nursing home. Predictors of
participation in civic engagement activities were to some extent consistent with findings for community dwelling older adults, with a few notable exceptions.

**Predictors of Participation**

Similar to previous research, this study found that mental health and social support predicted group membership and resident council participation. In addition, consistent with previous research, age and ADL function predicted volunteering, with younger and more physically able residents more likely to participate (Adler, Schwartz, & Kuskoski, 2007; Choi, 2003; Gottlieb & Gillespie, 2008; Kaskie et al., 2008; Musick & Wilson, 2008; Tang, 2006).

In contrast to previous research, social networks, gender, and education did not significantly predict civic engagement participation in this study. Aspects of the nursing home environment may help to explain some of these differences. For example, as the residents were already members of some of the community groups prior to living in the nursing home and the majority of the civic engagement activities in this study occurred in the nursing home, residents likely did not need a larger social network in order to learn about opportunities to participate. For gender, more men reported civic engagement than women in this study, which is in line with previous findings that men informally volunteer more than women (Zedlewski & Schaner, 2006). However, because nursing homes tend to have greater proportions of women, detecting significant gender differences may be difficult. Finally, compared to those living in the community, residents in nursing homes tend to have less education (Kaye, Harrington, & LaPlante, 2010), so again detecting differences may be more difficult in a nursing home population compared to a community-dwelling older adult population.
Community Group and Resident Council Participation

In line with previous work suggesting that civic engagement not be exclusively focused on volunteerism (Anderson & Dabelko-Schoeny, 2010; Martinez et al., 2011), our findings suggest there is potential for residents to get involved in and make meaningful contributions to their community in a variety of ways. An important point regarding this study’s findings is that many residents reported membership in community and social groups of which they were once active members. At the time of the interview and while living in the nursing home, many may not have been current active participants in these organizations, but they did report being members of the groups. Therefore, community groups should recognize that these older adults still consider themselves members of the group, and that they could perhaps still contribute in meaningful ways.

Resident councils and other nursing home groups are essentially “community” groups within the nursing home, and residents take pride in their membership and participation in these groups. A study in the Netherlands suggested that nursing homes need to better support participation in resident councils (Baur & Abma, 2011). In Ireland, it was found that resident councils did help to alleviate boredom for residents, but that nursing homes did little to encourage participation, empower residents, or overcome participation barriers (O’Dwyer & Timonen, 2010). Due to the lack of recent research regarding resident councils, particularly in the United States, there is particular need for additional research on the current functions and benefits of resident councils and recognition of these groups as civic engagement. Studies of this nature could assist nursing homes and communities understand how to better support and utilize resident councils to meet increasing needs.
Volunteering

This study is one of the first studies to include information on volunteerism of nursing home residents. We found that about one quarter of the nursing home residents in our sample were informally volunteering in nursing homes. Many of these opportunities were afforded to residents due to some creative thinking of nursing home staff regarding individual preferences and strengths. For example, at one nursing home, one resident read the daily news, weather, and announcements over the intercom each morning. She was contributing a valuable service to other residents and felt empowered to engage in the daily happenings of the nursing home community. In a discussion with an administrator about this topic, their staff indicated that even residents with cognitive impairment can volunteer, and that finding volunteer activities can help reduce difficult-to-manage behaviors, such as repeatedly asking for help with the same thing or wandering around in unsafe areas. These findings complement previous work by Martinez et al. (2011) that suggest older adults are motivated and interested in engaging in more civic activities, but that policies and practices need to be put in place that addresses barriers to participation and builds on individual motivations.

Voting

While Bonnie et al. (2013) identified that approximately 32% of all nursing home residents were registered to vote but only 15% actually cast a ballot, the higher voting rate among our sample (46.4%) may be explained by the study requirements for high cognitive functioning. Further research should be done to evaluate voting rates based on cognitive status and establish best practices for assessing capacity to vote in order to maximize participation while also avoiding fraud and manipulation.
Study Limitations

Due to the cross-sectional nature of the data, this study was not able to assess differences in civic engagement participation over time or establish causal relationships regarding civic engagement participation. Further, this sample included older adults with relatively high cognitive functioning. Therefore, this sample may only be representative of about 25% of older adults in nursing homes (Kaye, Harrington, & LaPlante, 2010). This level of cognitive functioning was needed in order to ensure older adults could answer the questions, but this does provide limitations. We also acknowledge that our sample lacked in racial/ethnic diversity. Future work is needed to better understand civic engagement participation for older adults who have moderate to severe cognitive impairments and those of diverse racial/ethnic groups. As the study sample was limited to Kansas, this does limit the generalizability for the resident and the nursing home samples. However, we worked diligently to ensure random sampling of nursing homes and residents, so comparisons can be made to other areas that have similar geographic, institutional, or population characteristics. In a previous study, it was identified that there was no facility-level differences (i.e., multilevel variance) in the civic engagement variables (Leedahl, Chapin, & Little, 2015), which helped justify the resident-level analyses used in the study. However as a limitation, this study was unable to account for multi-level factors that may influence civic engagement participation. Future work could examine civic engagement opportunities for residents and families across various nursing homes, and intervention work could evaluate civic engagement strategies across nursing homes and compare resident outcomes.
Implications

This study’s findings provide important new insights on civic engagement in nursing homes. Our findings have relevance for future practice, research, and policy decisions. Related to practice with older adults and in line with current culture change efforts in nursing homes, an expanded view of civic engagement could help community groups to implement new strategies to include resident involvement into their daily functions. For example, meetings held at nursing homes or assisted living facilities could ensure residents’ participation, or small groups could come to the nursing home to execute various volunteer projects (e.g., putting together care packages, preparing mailings). Nursing home staff and family members could also help by identifying strategies to ensure active engagement among residents in these types of activities, such as using technology to help residents stay connected with social groups. Therefore, it is important that practitioners do not assume that residents are unable to participate. Developing strong relationships and a sense of community may also help residents stay engaged in civic activities. Future research should determine what supports and/or adaptations are needed to increase civic engagement related to group and resident council participation and formal volunteering among residents.

As suggested by Anderson and Dabelko-Schoeny (2010), it is important that nursing home residents are included in research related to civic engagement among older adults. This is needed to better understand predictors, examine outcomes of participation, and test identified best practices, such as using personal invitation, stipends, meaningfulness, and recognition (Sellon, 2014). Future research should include a qualitative study of nursing home residents, staff, and family members to identify creative ideas for how to engage residents in volunteer work and other civic activities. It would be helpful to learn about the types of volunteer activities
individuals are engaged in, what additional activities individuals would like to do, and how nursing homes and families could support these efforts. The reality is that civic engagement could be inspiring for many older residents and give them hope and a sense of purpose while living in an environment that many consider their “last stop.”

Furthermore, limiting discussions of civic engagement to formal volunteering and samples of community dwelling older adults ignores nursing home residents’ contributions and limits the ability of practitioners to design appropriate programs. Because nursing homes are required to provide activity programs for each resident in order to enhance physical and mental health (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), 2011), it is important that each resident has an individualized plan for activities based on their strengths and interests. To meet policy requirements, many nursing home residents could participate in activities that encourage civic engagement such as membership in clubs, serving on resident councils, volunteering, and voting.

Conceptually, Martinson and Minkler’s (2006) discussion of civic engagement and older adults from a critical perspective is particularly relevant: “As gerontologists, we must continue to advocate for and develop programs and policies that promote an environment respectful of older people for who they are, not simply for what they can contribute. Such an environment would enable older people to live with dignity and to create their own meanings for later life. For some, that will include volunteer work and other forms of civic engagement. For others, it will not.” (p. 323). It is not that civic engagement should be required (or even expected) of older adults, but rather those who are interested should be encouraged and enabled to take part in civic, volunteer, or other meaningful activities. As baby boomers age and need long term services and supports, facilities need to ensure residents can be engaged in activities beyond the “institutional wall” in
order to maximize health and well-being and opportunities to engage in meaningful activities throughout the life course.
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